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Abstract—How to know the students’ overall cognitive
situation quickly and accurately by testing has been a hot issue in
teaching. Based on the relevant research at home and abroad
over the adaptive testing, and in view of the current adaptive
testing is not intelligent enough, this paper presents a
personalized intelligent selection method which combines the
traditional dichotomy and knowledge state boundary method. In
test error correction process, this paper proposed the recent
knowledge state compatible set theory, by using this theory, this
paper tries to use probabilistic approach to rationalize the
irrational state of knowledge to achieve the maximum "real" of
the level of output. Examples of verification found that the
proposed adaptive test model could quickly and accurately
measure the true level of students’ cognitive structure, and
greatly improve test efficiency.

II.

Classical test theory uses simple one-dimensional linear
model with weak assumptions and large inaccuracy, but
because of its complete theoretical system and it is easy to
realize, it is still the basement for standardized tests [3].
Generalizability Theory (GT) starts from the range of the
macro, inherits the random sample theory test ideas and
regards validity of the test as the theoretical research priorities
[4]. The basic idea is to measure from the real measure
situation and propose the concept of different reliability
coefficients, to design methods to identify sources of error and
analyze and classify the reasons of error [5]. Since the GT
uses a "parallel sampling immediately" model, it has some
shortcomings, for instance, the sampling date analysis cannot
be guaranteed. Meanwhile, GT carries out the error test
depend on the components, which leads to the difficulty in
controlling variance components [6].
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I.

INTRODUCTION

To overcome the lack of classical theory and GT test,
many researchers proposed Item Response Theory, a test
theory starts from questions. Lord proposed IRT and
computing method for the required parameters, making IRT a
popular theory [7]. IRT is the theoretical basement for
adaptive testing, and it provides different test contents for
different ability levels of students. In some Western countries,
item response theory is widely used in real life, network test
has been widely used in the field of educational measurement,
occupation measurement, and personnel measurement[9].

In the United States, “TOEFL”, “GRE”, Cisco and
Microsoft certification exams and other international exams
have carried out on-line test in a large scale. McGraw - Hill
Company’s ALEKS system is a typical representative of the
online test system, it shows computer application in
knowledge space theory, and it provides good individual
teaching environment and learning content [1]. RATH model
is an adaptive hypertext mentoring model [2] based on
network environment. In recent years, due to the potential
advantages of the theory, skills measurement and the ability,
the research trend has extend to the knowledge based behavior
theory.

The 1990s Falmagne proposed knowledge space theory [9],
which is a mathematical psychology model. Knowledge Space
Theory define knowledge from different granularity. It
organize questions in a space, each element within the space
combines a number of issues, which represents the people's
mastery of knowledge state, called the state of knowledge[10].
Dietrich Albert combines knowledge space theory and formal
hypertext model, and skill function, and build a framework for
intelligent tutoring system, in order to provide students a
personalized way of learning [11].

Based on the analysis of knowledge structure organization
method during test process, this paper made a deep study for
the selection method at the beginning of test, the selection
strategies during test and error control after test. We proposed
adaptive test model based on knowledge structure, and
developed a sample system for verifying the correctness of the
test model. In Section 2, the paper introduces the relevant
domestic and foreign researchers who has conducted related
research on KST. In Section 3 details of the adaptive test
model proposed will be explained and in this part we designed
the system to validate the proposed model, and finally make a
summary of the paper.

Although the adaptive test based on the knowledge space
theory has unparalleled prospects and advantages, it has
drawbacks, mainly in the following areas:
 First, the existing knowledge structure relationship of
the adaptive testing will become too complicated to
build and manage as the number of test increases.
 Second, the current universal "dichotomy" selection
strategies cannot be completely intelligent. So adaptive
selection strategies need to be further improved in
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order to better reflect the characteristics of the students
themselves.
 Third, in the course of the test, it did not rule out errors
in the test. So error knowledge statistics will be
included in the test result.
To solve these problems, we proposed an adaptive test
model based on knowledge structure, We fully considered the
selection method for initial of questions, the selection
strategies during testing as well as the control of accuracy
after the test. We also designed a self-designed adaptation of
Cognitive Diagnosis algorithm, which give full consideration
to the effects of speculation and mistakes on the test results,
and ensure that the test model based on the knowledge
structure can accurately measure students' cognitive status.
III.

Step one: Carding knowledge relationship, forming a
hierarchical structure;
In order to construct knowledge tree, we need to obtain the
knowledge points required in the test, classify them, identify
the relationship between knowledge points, and build
knowledge structure relation diagram according to test
contents. The flow chart is shown is Figure 2.

ADAPTIVE TEST MODEL

Adaptive test model mainly get users’ capability diagnose
by giving adaptive testing and evaluation of the user’s ability
level and cognitive deficits. This paper developed a
comprehensive adaptive testing system based on adaptive test
model. We improved selection strategy based on improved
testing model to ensure the intelligence of the system and
enhance the efficiency of test.

Figure 2. Construction and showing the relationship of the knowledge
tree

Step two: Screening Title
Build test structure according to the given knowledge point,
and gain the combination between questions.
Step three: Get relationship between questions

A. Building of knowledge structure
Building knowledge structure is a prerequisite for adaptive
testing, and only after building reasonable knowledge
structure can we conduct adaptive test accurately. We need to
build knowledge structures according to the structure
relationship between test contents, so as to get filter to extract
the structure of the relationship between the questions, and
then get the knowledge structure consistent with the rules,
namely learning path.

In order to obtain the relationship between the two
questions, we need to conduct comparative judgment among
knowledge points contained in each question.
Step Four: Build premise relations between questions
This article focuses on studying the relationship between
“and” and “or”. For independent relationship does no help to
adaptive test, we will not take it into consideration.
Step Five: Building Knowledge Structure.

All the knowledge should have been classified and stored
in the database. During the test we will select knowledge point
firstly, build domain knowledge tree, and consider the
relationship between knowledge points contained in each
question. The last step is to build relational structure of the
questions. The whole process contains five steps, as is shown
in Figure 1, the following details will descript these five steps:

Since there are only two kinds of state: right or wrong of
the answer to the question, the states of each question will
constitute a sequence. Different students’ answers will form a
plurality of different sequences. If there are n questions, there
will be 2n kinds of answering sequences. In this paper, 0
stands for wrong answer, while 1 means right answer. For
convenience, we can get the answer situation with a series of
0,1 which represent a binary sequence.
There are some constraints (AND, OR, independent), not
all of the answer is reasonable, so we need select and classify
the structural relationship of questions, put the reasonable ones
into one group, and the rest of it will be regarded as
incompatible answers.
B. Smart Question Selection Strategies
Selection Strategies has been a key point of adaptive
testing, but also a difficult point of testing, which determines
the degree of adaption. After presenting initial questions to
students, the system will automatically select nest question,
which can test students’ ability levels and cognitive structure
according to how students answer the initial one. Therefore,
the selection of next question plays an important role in the
test and it directly affect the efficiency. In current research

Figure 1. Flowchart for building the knowledge structure
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work, dichotomy selection strategy is mainly used. But it is
mechanic and monotonous, and we need to calculate many
times and then get the minimum question qi. Therefore, the
system using the double screening strategy combined by
current knowledge status and dichotomy, significantly
reducing the number of test items, and truly realize
personalization. The concrete steps are shown in Figure 3

be compatible with the answer state, by contrast, the recently
status set will be consist by the minimal variation of answer
status.
Probability calculating
By contrast and judgment, we can get the recently
compatibility set series of the test sequence, so we have to
carry out the second judgment, if it only contains a sequence,
the system can directly output. If it contains more than one,
you will have to calculate the probability of every statue in test
sequence, and compare and record the maximum probability
of a compatible state sequence.

According to Figure 3, it shows that intelligent question
selection process is divided into three steps. Firstly, get the
boundary for known knowledge state. Secondly, use
dichotomy method to conduct secondary selection. Third,
present the questions.

To facilitate calculation of the probability, we made the
following definition of the questions:
Event A: test subject know one or more combinations of
knowledge of the test question.
Event A : test subject did not grasp the combination of
knowledge;
Event B: test subject answered the questions correctly;
Event B : test subject got the wrong answer of the
questions;
Conditional probability P ( B | A) : the probability of
guessing the test questions correctly.
Conditional probability P ( B | A) : the probability of
answering the test questions incorrectly in the premise of
knowing multiple (including one) knowledge point
combinations of the test.; The probability of failure is not
exactly a pre-assessment, it can only estimate by empirical
data. In this paper, we evaluate the test subject by considering
his habits, degrees of sloppy that shown in the course of test.

Figure 3. Smart Question Selection Strategies
C. Correct the test error
Error is quite a common thing in test, the error comes
mainly from the students themselves in the proposed adaptive
test method. For example, students may give wrong answers
because of some certain factors, or they may failed in the
question by guessing. These factors will lead to the error of
selecting follow-up questions and make the overall test path
inaccurate [12]. In this paper, we transfer the incompatible
state of knowledge obtained from the test to the nearest
compatible state [13], and calculate the error during the test
process. It is shown in figure 5.

We calculate the guess probability and failure probability.
According to the calculation method of total probability and
Bayesian probability [14], we can get the following formula of
guess probability and failure probability:
(1) the probability of guessing: When the test subject
answer the test questions, he may not actually know any
knowledge point combination. If we regard question as q, the
probability of guessing is Pg (q). We can use the following
formula to calculate it:

Maximum close probability
After the end of the test, the system needs to determine
whether the answer is reasonable or not, for the irrational
answer sequence, it requires to calculate their error. In this
paper, we applied the probability transferring method to
transfer the test results to the closest compatible answer state,
and then present the error test to students.

Pg(q)=

(1)

(2) The failure probability: When the test subject get
wrong answer of test questions, he may know one or more
than one knowledge point of the combination. If we regard the
test question as q, the probability failure probability can be
calculated according to the following formula:

Compare the knowledge state sequence results from test
with reasonable one, we identify and count the variation of 0-1
or 1-0 on each component, and record the number of
component variation. Because the probability of failure or
guessing is less than 1, we only need to get the compatible
answering state with minimal number of variation component.
By comparison, variation minimal number of components to

Pg(q)=
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(2)

According to the above formula, we need to know the
probability value of P( Aq ) and P( Aq ) , because P( Aq )
with P( Aq ) is 1, we just need to get P( Aq ) , then can get the

V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces adaptive test model, and then,
explains the key points of adaptive test process in details. It
can be divided into three parts, the method of constructing
knowledge structure, the intelligent selection strategies, and
the strategies for correcting errors after the test. The error
correction process of transferring knowledge states has been
proposed. Based on the propose adaptive testing model, we
implemented an adaptive testing system. The real test has
shown that this model can be used in adaptive testing, and to
some extent, it reduce the errors of the test.

result of P( Aq ) .
P (Aq) is calculated as follows: If the number of the tested
knowledge point of question q is size (q), and there are two
possibilities of each situation. So the possibilities of answering
the test question is 2 size (q), and P (Aq) is the probability of
situation that when the knowledge of test sequence is the same
with the question sequence.
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